14.-15. June 2022

The perfect combination of exhibition, congress, seminars and networking.

Exhibitor handbook 2022
update: January 2022

General information

Address
RheinMain CongressCenter Wiesbaden
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 1 65185 Wiesbaden

Opening hours
Set-up*

Traide fair

Traide fair

13. June 2022, 07am-10pm

For exhibitors:
14. June 2022
15. June 2022

For visitors:
14. June 2022
15. June 2022

De-rig

08am-07pm
08am-10pm

09am-07pm
09am-04pm

15. June 2022, 04-10pm

Networking Night
14. June2022 at 07:30pm

Halle 45
Hauptstraße 17-19, 55120 Mainz
Shuttle buses run from the trade fair

General inormation:
On www.fiberdays.de you will find all further information such as the current trade fair and
exhibitor conditions. All prices quoted here are exclusive of VAT.

Please note: Changes and errors in the exhibitor handbook reserved!
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Important dates
Deadline

Task

18.04.2022			

Stand planning

18.04.2022			

Furniture

18.04.2022			

Electricity

18.04.2022			

Sponsoring

18.04.2022			

Print data

18.04.2022			

Booking of seminars/workshops

03.05.2022			

Registration: Networking night

03.05.2022		

Catering

24.05.2022			

Visitor tickets

24.05.2022			

Stand supervisors

in progress done
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Seminars & workshops
You can hold a presentation in a seminar moderated by us or hold your own workshop. Duration of a presentation in a seminar: 20 - 25 minutes / Duration of a workshop: 60 minutes

SEMINAR TOPICS 2022
The seminars will take place at the Open-Space Forum in the
Halls North and South. Wireless headphones with
Channel selection (silent disco principle).
FIBRE OPTIC NETWORKS:
Planning, construction, operation & service, technical innovations
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS - GIGABIT SOCIETY:
Business Models, Products & Services, Marketing & Sales
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS & NEW MEDIA:
Cooperation models
FIBRE OPTIC NETWORKS:
Legal certainty and infrastructure security - Security first!
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS - Fiber for Future
Digitalization and sustainability
The seminars take place as follows:
1st day of the fair - 14.06.2022: 2 - 6 pm
2nd day of the fair - 15.06.2022: 10 am - 2 pm
SEMINAR-PACKAGE

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

650,-€

950,-€

Your presentation will be part of our seminars in the trade fair programme. Your presentation should last
25 minutes and allow questions from the audience.

WORKSHOP-PACKAGE

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

650,-€

950,-€

Organise your own workshop (also possible with partner companies). We provide you with a seminar room
for 60 minutes with seating in rows or blocks. You decide on content, type and moderation.

Contact for seminar and workshop program: Anna Nass, nass@brekoverband.de.
Deadline booking seminar or workshop package: 26 April 2022
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Stand plan of hall north

You can find the current stand plan here.
Example of B-Matrix System
The walls applicable to the stand are highlighted in colour in the stand
plan (e.g. 2 walls at the stand). The power connection is marked with an X..

X
X

X
X
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Stand plan of hall south

You can find the current stand plan here.
Example of B-Matrix System
The walls applicable to the stand are highlighted in colour in the stand
plan (e.g. 2 walls at the stand). The power connection is marked with an X.

X
X

X
X
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Road map

By car

By public transport

Street and visitor address:
RheinMain CongressCenter
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 1 | D-65185 Wiesbaden

By public transport

From the Cologne (Köln) direction A3 motorway:
Exit Niedernhausen, stay on the B455 road which merges into New-York-Straße. Continue along Gustav-Stresemann-Ring (1. Ring) and turn right into FriedrichEbert-Allee. The RMCC is approx. 600 metres on the left
after the green.

From the Frankfurt direction A66 motorway:
Exit Wiesbaden-Stadtmitte, follow the RheinMain
CongressCenter signs on the B54 road. Continue left
through the underpass to Gustav-Stresemann-Ring
(1. Ring) and turn right at the second crossroads into
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The RMCC is approx. 600 metres
on the left after the green.
From Darmstadt A67/ A671 motorways:
Exit Wiesbaden-Mainzer Straße, follow the RheinMain
CongressCenter signs. Take a left at the crossroads
and then right into Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The RMCC is
approx. 600 metres on the
left after the green.

The “Rheinstraße/ RheinMain CongressCenter“ bus stop is
100 metres from the RMCC with several bus lines stopping
there every two minutes daily. The ESWE lines 1, 4, 8, 14, 27,
30, 45, 46 and 47 as well as lines from the RTV-Verbund stop
at this bus stop. More information on the exact timetables at
www.rmv.de.
The RMCC is just two stops from Wiesbaden train station.
It is 5-10 minutes on foot. Cross Gustav-Stresemann-Ring
and walk along Friedrich-Ebert-Allee on the right side of the
green (Reisinger-Anlagen).

Parking
There is public chargeable parking in the RMCC (operator:
Contipark Parkgaragengesellschaft mbH). You reach the
underground carpark from Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The carpark
has 800 parking spaces. “Parkhaus Luisenplatz”, just 5
minutes on foot, has a further 320 spaces. “Parkhaus Liliencarree” has 370 spaces and “Tiefgarage Liliencarree” has
790 spaces, 10 minutes on foot from the RMCC.

From Mainz A60 / A63 / A643 motorways:
Stay on the A643 motorway, which merges into
Schiersteiner Straße ending at Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring.
Turn right onto the 1. Ring and then left opposite the
train station into Friedrich-Ebert-Allee. The RMCC is
approx. 600 metres on the left after the green.
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Carparks - Parking spaces

Parkgarage RMCC – 800 spaces
Tiefgarage Liliencarré – 790 spaces
Parkhaus Liliencarré – 370 spaces
Parkhaus Luisenplatz – 320 spaces
Parkhaus Markt – 604 spaces
Parkhaus LuisenForum – 800 spaces
Parkhaus Galeria Kaufhof – 248 spaces

Parkhaus City I – 180 spaces
Parkhaus City II – 300 spaces
Parkhaus Mauritius – 380 spaces
Parkhaus Coulinstraße – 380 spaces
Parkhaus Karstadt – 510 spaces
Parkhaus Theater – 320 spaces
Tiefgarage Kurhaus/ Casino – 520 spaces

P Bus parking spaces
H Bus stop (for boarding and alighting

Pay attention to the Wiesbaden parking guidance system when you arrive. You will be guided safely.
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Carparks - Parking spaces
Truck parking spaces

RMCC bypass
Visitors
Entrance & exit

bus

chargeable parking spaces

FEA side strip
Visitor
Entrance & exit

bus
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Exhibition space

Extensive stand packages bookable:
•
•
•
•

Furniture
Printings
Floor coverings
Sponsorship packages

Example exhibition stand with panel (3x4m, corner stand)
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Bars

FACTORY
370,00 €
- Body metal, dark bronze
- Wooden elements
- Front indirectly illuminated, also wireless
- Wooden work surfaces
- on rolls
- matching: Shelf BROOKLYN
W/D/H: 150 x 80 x 115 cm

BERLIN
285,00 €
BERLIN can be used both as a bar and counter. On the following pages you will find the different types of our BERLIN
Bar/Counter.
- Body wood, white or black
- Work surface white, black or wenge
- Front satin plexiglass, individually illuminated
- also available with front COVER in 3D optics
- with shelves and adjusting feet
- matching corner elements
- various special accessories
- matching: Shelf QUADRO
W / H: 140 x 120 cm / Working height: 90 or 110 cm
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Bars
BERLIN
285,00 €
TYP A

TYP D

TYP B

TYP E

TYP C

TYP F

BERLIN corner
105,00 €

BERLIN with safe deposit
compartments
60,00 €

- Body wood, white or black
- Work surface white or black
- Front satin plexiglass
- backlit, color of choice
- on request with branding
- also available with front COVER in 3D optics

-Wood
-4 compartments
-lockable
Height: 25 cm

W / H: 60 x 110 cm / Diagonal: 80 cm

BERLIN with sliding doors
60,00 €
-Wood
-2 doors
-lockable
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Covers
On request, each 285,00

Front panels for BERLIN
counter/bar
STEEL Silver

VINTAGE Rust

VINTAGE Silver

ROMBO Bianco

VINTAGE Copper

ROMBO Mocca

VINTAGE Black

ROMBO Black
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Counters
BREAK
260,00 €

ICE
95,00 €

-Plastic polyethylene white
-Lighting by cable or
with battery/LED
-suitable for outdoor use
-can be combined with ICE
BAR
W/D/H: 175 x 75 x 110 cm
Working height:85 cm

-Plastic polyethylene white
-Lighting by cable or
with battery/LED
-suitable for outdoor use
-can be combined with BREAK BAR
-can also be used as an ice cube container
W/D/H: 94 x 48 x 85 cm
Working height:85 cm

MILANO 130
285,00 €

CABANA
250,00 €

- Body wood, wenge
- Work surface, white
- Base and foot bar stainless
steel
- Front white, indirectly illuminated
- on request with branding
- matching: Shelf MURANO
W/D/H: 130 x 100 x 110 cm
Working height: 90 cm

- Body wood, dark stained
and lacquered
- with elaborate antique finish
- in colonial style
- matching: Shelf CABANO
- design by Franco Bentelli
W / D / H: 140 x 80 x 120 cm /
Working height: 100 cm

MILANO 190
390,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Work surface, white
- Base and foot bar stainless
steel
- Front white, indirectly illuminated
- on request with branding
- matching: Shelf MURANO
W / D / H: 190 x 100 x 110 cm /
Working height: 90 cm

STREET
95,00 €

STREET with top structure
145,00 €

- Body wood (street style)
- Work surface and bar board stainless
steel
W/D/H: 105 x 70 x 110 cm
Working height: 100 cm

- Body wood (street style)
- Work surface and bar board stainless
steel
W/D/H: 105 x 70 x 230 cm
Working height: 100 cm
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Counters
NUUK
Our NUUK system can be used and combined as
a counter and/or sideboard. For better planning
please tell us your ideas at any time. We will be
happy to advise you.

NUUK S
40,00 €
- Wood, white
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 90 cm

NUUK
80,00 €
NUUK L
40,00 €

- Wood, white
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 120 x 60 x 90 cm

- Wood, white
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm

NUUK
80,00 €
- Wood, black
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 120 x 80 x 90 cm

NUUK L
40,00 €
- Wood, black
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm

NUUK L
40,00 €
- Wood, black
- also with cable passage
obtainable
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 140 x 100 x 90 cm
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Lockable counters

Infocounter Plano
90,00 €
L120*D60*H90cm
-2 doors, lockable
-white
-1 shelf adjustable
-Cable passage
-rollable

Reception counter cube
80,00 €
W110*D50*H110 cm
-1 drawer (lockable)
-Storage compartment with shelf (lockable) with cable passage
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Buffets

BERLIN
205,00 €
- Body wood, white
- Work surface white
- Front satin plexiglass
- backlightable at your choice
- with shelves and adjusting
feet
W/D/H: 140 x 75 x 90 cm

BERLIN corner
105,00 €
- Body wood, white
- Work surface wenge
- Front satin plexiglass
- backlightable at your choice
- with adjusting feet
W/D/H: 75 x 75 x 90 cm
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Several options are possible
here:
Berlin Typ A AH 90cm
Berlin Typ A AH 110cm
Berlin Typ B AH 90cm
Berlin Typ B AH 110cm
Berlin Typ C AH 90cm
Berlin Typ C AH 110cm
Berlin Typ D AH 90cm
Berlin Typ D AH 110cm
Berlin Typ E AH 90cm
Berlin Typ E AH 110cm
Berlin Typ F AH 90cm
Berlin Typ F AH 110cm

Buffets
STREET
95,00 €
- Body wood
- Work surface stainless
steel
W/D/H: 100 x 70 x 100 cm

MARKET STAND
180,00 €
- Wood
- with fabric roof
- with LED spot
or string of lights
W/D/H: 200 x 80 x 270 cm
Working height: 90 cm

MARKET STAND
extension element
80,00 €
- Wood
W/D/H: 100 x 80 x 90cm

MILAN
200,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Work surface white
- Base stainless steel
- Front white
- indirectly illuminated
W/D/H: 115 x 70 x 90 cm
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Shelves

QUADRO
325,00 €
- Wooden substructure,
light grey,
with shelves
- Shelf wood, white
- 16 square compartments
- Rear wall Plexiglas
- backlit,
Color of your choice
- matching: Bar BERLIN
W/D/H: 150 x 60 x 240 cm

MURANO
325,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Shelves white
- indirectly illuminated
- matching: Bar MILANO
W/D/H: 115 x 40 x 210 cm

BROOKLYN
155,00 €

CABANO
250,00 €

- Body metal, black
- 2 drawers with
Metal lattice front
- Wooden shelves
- rollable
- matching:
Bar FACTORY
W/H/D: 92 x 196 x 39 cm

- body wood,
dark stained and lacquered
- with elaborate
Antique finish
- in colonial style
- with mirror and light
- matching: Bar CABANA
W/D/H: 128 x 40 x 214 cm
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Bar chairs

LINUS white
30,00 €

LINUS wenge
30,00 €

- Frame metal,
aluminium satin
- curved oak plywood, white
- with extra high backrest
W/D/H: 38 x 40 x 95 cm
Seat height: 65 cm

- Frame metal,
aluminium satin
- curved oak plywood, wenge
- Midi-height bar chair
W/D/H: 38 x 40 x 95 cm
Seat height: 65 cm

SID
15,00 €

LUCCA
30,00 €

- Frame metal, chromeplated
- Plastic shell, white
- Midi-height bar chair
W/D/H: 35 x 35 x 80 cm
Seat height: 65 cm

- Frame stainless steel matt
- Seat shell wood, white matt
- with extra high backrest
W/D/H: 44 x 50 x 110 cm
Seat height: 79 cm
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Bar stools

URBAN
25,00 €
- Different models
- Frame metal
- Seat metal, wood or leather
- partly height-adjustable

H4 black
25,00 €
- Frame stainless steel matt
- Upholstery artificial leather,
black
W/D/H: 34 x 34 x 81 cm

H4 white
25,00 €
- Frame stainless steel
matt
- Upholstery imitation
leather, white
W/D/H: 34 x 34 x 81 cm

TIVO
25,00 €
- Frame solid wood walnut
- dark stained and lacquered,
- Upholstery leather, black or red
W/D/H: 33 x 33 x 81 cm
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SETS

SET Verona
135,00 €

3 chairs Verona,
1 table Ibiza, white, square 70x70cm

SET Nancy
135,00 €

3 chairs Nancy,
1 table Ibiza, white, square 70x70cm
available in white, black and transparent

SET Modern Design
180,00 €

3 DSW Eames Plastic
Chair 1, Brio lounge table
available in white and black

SET Cato
190,00 €

3 Bar Stools Cato
1 bar table Ibiza white, square 70x70cm
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SETS

SET Cato gepolstert
190,00 €

3 Bar Stools Cato
1 bar table Ibiza white, square 70x70cm
grey upholstered

SET Design High Stool
310,00 €
3 Bar Stools About a Stool
1 bar table Brio

SET Design Lounge
840,00 €

2 Swivel chairs About a Lounge
1 side table Tray Table
available in curry, petrol, grey

SET Relax Freistil 173
310,00 €
1 armchair freestyle
1 prouf freestyle
1 bistro table Brio
available in anthracite
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TABLES

Besprechungstisch
60,00 €
L120*W80*H74.5 cm
with chrome frame
white

Tisch Foldit
150,00 €
L160*W70*H71 cm
in white and black
available

Stuhl Verona
25,00 €
W42*D57*H84 SH45 cm
in white and grey
available
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TABLES

HAMBURG
45,00 €
IRON
70,00 €

- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Satin glass top
- for up to 4 people
H: 75 cm / Ø: 70 cm

- Frame iron, black
- Top mango wood
- height-adjustable
- for up to 4 people
H: 70 – 110 cm / Ø: 75 cm

PARIS
35,00 €
- Cast iron frame
- Plastic plate
- suitable for outdoor
use
- for up to 4 people
H: 72 cm / Ø: 70 cm

- Frame iron, black
IRON
70,00 € - Top mango wood, co-

lorful
- height-adjustable
- for up to 4 people
H: 70 – 110 cm / Ø: 75 cm

MONZA
70,00 €
- Frame metal, white powdered
- Top wood, white
- for up to 5 people
H: 73 cm / Ø: 100 cm
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PARIS - Cast iron frame
35,00 € - Plate walnut

- for up to 4 people
H: 72 cm / Ø: 70 cm

TABLES

K2 S
50,00 €

K2
50,00 €

- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Plate black
W/D/H: 100 x 40 x 110 cm

- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Plate black
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 110 cm

K2
50,00 €
- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Top made of antique, recycled
boat wood
-suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 110 cm

K2
50,00 €
- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Plate white
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 110 cm

K2 AIR
50,00 €

K2
50,00 €

- Column and base plate
stainless steel
- with outdoor plate white
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 110 cm

- Column and base plate stainless
steel
- Plate walnut
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 110 cm
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TABLES

Bar table Ibiza, round
80,00 €

Bar table Ibiza, cornered
2 options possible:

Ø80 H110 cm
available in white and black

L80*W80*H110 cm

available in white and black

88,00 €
L70*W70*H110 cm
80,00 €

Bar table Halmstad
162,00 €

Bar table Brio Alu, round
84,00 €

Ø80 H110 cm
white

Ø60 H110 cm
white and black available
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TABLES

MILO S
50,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Plate white
- Base and foot bar stainless
steel
W/D/H: 40 x 40 x 110 cm

MILO M
75,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Plate white
- Base and foot bar stainless steel
W/D/H: 130 x 40 x 110 cm

MILO L
115,00 €
- Body wood, wenge
- Plate white
- Base and foot bar stainless
steel
W/D/H: 190 x 40 x 110 cm
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TABLES
PINO KAP
60,00 €
- Wood, pine panels
- Plexi attachment wireless
backlit, color of choice
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 112 cm

[88]
120,00 €
- Column and base plate stainless steel
- Satin plexiglass top
- wirelessly backlit, color of choice
W/D/H: 88 x 88 x 110 cm
H / center column: 120 cm

WINE BARREL
80,00 €

WOODY
40,00 €

- Wood, natural
H: 95 cm / Ø: 60 cm

- Pallet wood, white glazed
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm

PINO
40,00 €

WOODY KAP
60,00 €

- Wood, pine panels
- Plexiglas plate
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 100 cm

- Pallet wood, white glazed
- Plexi attachment wireless
backlit, color of choice
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 112 cm
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TABLES

MERU black
50,00 €

NILS
25,00 €

- Frame metal, black
- Slab concrete look
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm

- Frame metal
- Plastic plate
- suitable for outdoor
use
H: 110 cm / Ø: 70 cm

MERU stainless steel
50,00 €
- Frame stainless steel
- Slab concrete look
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm

MERU white
50,00 €
- Frame metal, white
- Slab concrete look
W/D/H: 60 x 60 x 110 cm
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NILS
with stretch cover
50,00 €
- Frame metal
- Plastic plate
- Cover color of your
choice
H: 110 cm / Ø: 70 cm

SIDE TABLES

DIABOLO
35,00 €
- Frame and top metal
matt black
H: 45 cm / Ø: 33 cm

BABA 2
35,00 €

DOT
50,00 €

- Frame wood
- Panel wood, metal bezel
H: 44 / Ø 40 cm

- Frame stainless
steel
matt brushed
- Top wood, white
H: 39 cm / ø 60 cm

DOT
50,00 €

COPPER
55,00 €
- Frame metal, interior explorer
- Tablet metal, matt black
H: 44 / Ø 40 cm
H: 32 / Ø 35 cm
H: 27 / Ø 30 cm

- Frame stainless
steel
matt brushed
- Panel wood, black
H: 39 cm / ø 60 cm

MANGO
35,00 €
- Frame mango wood
- Panel wood
white lacquered glossy
H: 45 cm / Ø: 45 cm

TRIO
55,00 €
- Frame wood oak, natural
- Top wood white, matt
H: 32 / Ø 33 cm
H: 40 / Ø 41 cm
H: 50 / Ø 47.5 cm
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Side tables
WOODY
50,00 €
- Pallet wood, white glazed
- Plate glass
- on rolls
W/D/H: 40 x 80 x 24 cm

TEA
20,00 €
- Tea box
- Wood with imprint
W/D/H: 60 x 50 x 40 cm

MAX
25,00 €
Recycled boat wood,
teak oiled
W/D/H: 40 x 40 x 40 cm

OIL
20,00 €
- Metal
- Antichloro
H: 52 cm / Ø: 36 cm
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Lounge

MOON S
65,00 €

MOON
105,00 €

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Plexiglas, wirelessly backlit
Color of your choice
- Lighting also via battery
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Plexiglas, wirelessly backlit, color of
choice
- Lighting also via battery
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 45 cm

MOON S
65,00 €

MOON
105,00 €

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Insert Nordic décor
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Insert Nordic décor
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 45 cm

MOON S
65,00 €

MOON
105,00 €

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Insert wood, wenge
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

- Body wood MDF, white lacquered,
matt
- Insert wood, wenge
W/D/H: 70 x 70 x 45 cm
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Lounge

CUBE
50,00 €

NIC
45,00 €

- Plastic, white
- backlit (also wireless), color of choice
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 45 cm

- Cheeks and top solid wood rosewood
- Walnut lacquered
W/D/H: 40 x 40 x 45 cm

MIAMI table
65,00 €

CUBO
50,00 €

- Table with glass top
- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 100 x 50 x 40 cm

- Wood, wenge
- cubic shape
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

MIAMI table S
40,00 €

COCO side table
40,00 €

- Table with glass top
- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 40 cm

- Table with glass top
- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm
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Lounge chairs

POMP
200,00 €

VELVET sofa
195,00 €

- Cover velvet velours, petrol
- Feet metal
- 2-seater sofa
W/D/H: 179 x 97 x 73 cm
Seat height: 40 cm

- Cover velvet velours,
purple
- Feet wood, walnut
W/D/H: 140 x 78 x 80 cm
Seat height: 40 cm

VELVET armchair
115,00 €

COCKTAIL
155,00 €

- Cover velvet velours, purple
- Feet wood, walnut
W/D/H: 70 x 78 x 80 cm
Seat height: 40 cm

- Cover velvet velours, petrol
- Feet wood
- 2-seater sofa
W/D/H: 148 x 71 x 87 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

LUUMA corner chair
115,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 73 x 73 x

LUUMA sofa
200,00 €
KIWI
50,00 €
- Cover velvet velours, light green
- Feet wood
H: 35 cm / ø: 55 cm
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- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Seat cushion with fabric cover, grey
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
W/D/H: 114 x 73 x 83 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

Lounge chairs
LUUMA corner chair
115,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Seat cushion with fabric cover, grey
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
W/D/H: 73 x 73 x 83 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

LUUMA chair
95,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 58 x 73 x 83 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

LUUMA chair
105,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Seat cushion with fabric cover, grey
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
W/D/H: 58 x 73 x 83 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

LUUMA stool
75,00 €
LUUMA stool
70,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 73 x 73 x 45 cm

- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Seat cushion with fabric cover, grey
- Frame stainless steel
- comfortable seat height (45 cm)
W/D/H: 73 x 73 x 45 cm

CHILL sofa
165,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather,
black
- Feet metal
W/D/H: 119 x 67 x 73 cm
Seat height: 37 cm

CHILL sofa
165,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Feet stainless steel
W/D/H: 119 x 67 x 73 cm
Seat height: 37 cm

CHILL arm chair
105,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather,
white
- Feet stainless steel
W/D/H: 65 x 67 x 71 cm
Seat height: 37 cm
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Lounge chairs

CHILL arm chair
105,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, black
- Feet metal
W/D/H: 65 x 67 x 71 cm
Seat height: 37 cm

CHILL bench
75,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, black
- Feet plastic, black
W/D/H: 106 x 45 x 43 cm

CHILL stool
45,00 €
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- Feet plastic, black
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 43 cm

CAPRI chair
35,00 €

CHILL stool
45,00 €

- Synthetic resin braid, turquoise
- Frame metal, black
W/D/H: 71 x 84 x 90 cm

- Cover synthetic leather black
- Feet plastic black
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 43 cm

CAPRI chair
35,00 €

CAPRI sofa
90,00 €

- Synthetic resin braid, pink
- Frame metal, black
W/D/H: 71 x 84 x 90 cm

- Synthetic resin braid, white o.
- Frame metal, white
- 2-seater sofa
W/D/H: 118 x 75 x 81 cm

CAPRI chair
35,00 €
- Synthetic resin braid, white
- Frame metal, white
W/D/H: 71 x 84 x 90 cm

CAPRI sofa
90,00 €
- Synthetic resin braid, turquoise
- Frame metal, white
- 2-seater sofa
W/D/H: 118 x 75 x 81 cm
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Lounge chairs

COCKTAIL
55,00 €
- different models available
- Cover fabric or leather
- Feet wood
- with or without armrest

CLOU
100,00 €
- Cover dark brown anti-leather
- Feet solid wood
W/D/H: 79 x 80 x 81 cm
Seat height: 40 cm

LEO
90,00 €
- Cover fabric, light green or light grey or anthracite
- Frame stainless steel, matt brushed
- Seat rotatable by 360°
W/D/H: 68 x 73 x 84 cm
Seat height: 39 cm
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Lounge chairs/stools
Stools
LEO
55,00 €
- Upholstery fabric, orange
H: 45 cm / ø: 37 cm

LEO
55,00 €
- Upholstery fabric, grey
H: 45 cm / ø: 37 cm

MAX stool
30,00 €
- recycled boat wood, teak oiled
- with seat cushion, brown or
cream
W/D/H: 46 x 46 x 46 cm
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Lounge chairs/stools
COCO sofa
185,00 €
- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 145 x 75 x 105 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

COCO corner chair
115,00 €
- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 75 x 75 x 105 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

MIAMI sofa
145,00 €
- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 140 x 80 x 75 cm
Seat height: 48 cm

COCO shell
115,00 €
- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- suitable for outdoor use
- W / D / H: 93 x 87 x 91 cm
Seat height: 45 cm
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

MIAMI table
65,00 €
- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- with glass plate
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 100 x 50 x 40 cm

COCO stool
35,00 €

MIAMI arm chair
90,00 €

- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather,
white
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- Upholstery imitation leather, white
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 75 x 80 x 75 cm
Seat height: 48 cm

COCO table
35,00 €

MIAMI table S
35,00 €

- Plastic braid, mocca
- Frame aluminium
- with glass plate
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 45 cm

- Plastic braid, black
- Frame aluminium
- with glass plate
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 40 cm
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Lounge chairs/stools
WOODY chair
50,00 €
- Pallet wood, white glazed
- Seat cushion imitation leather,
white
- on request with decorative cushions
W/D/H: 60 x 80 x 70 cm

WOODY cushion
8,00 €
- for stool WOODY
- mocca, green or orange
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D: 40 x 30 cm

WOODY stool
15,00 €
- Pallet wood, white glazed
W/D/H: 40 x 30 x 40 cm

WOODY stool with leather cushion
20,00 €
- Pallet wood, white glazed
- Seat cushion imitation leather, white
W/D/H: 40 x 30 x 42 cm

PALLET BENCH with backrest
65,00 €
PALLET BENCH
60,00 €
- Euro pallets
- with seat cushion imitation leather,
white
W/D/H: 120 x 80 x 45 cm

- Euro pallets
- with seat cushion, brown and
cream
- with backrest
W/D/H: 120 x 80 x 100 cm
Seat height: 45 cm
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PALLET BENCH
50,00 €
- Euro pallets
- with seat cushion, brown and cream
W/D/H: 120 x 80 x 45 cm
PALLET BENCH with backrest
65,00 €
- Euro pallets
- with seat cushion imitation leather,
white
- with backrest
W/D/H: 120 x 80 x 100 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

Stools
JAMIE
35,00
- Artificial leather, white
W/D/H: 45 x 45 x 45 cm

URBAN ton
20,00 €
- different models
- Seat wood, fabric or metal

URBAN stool
20,00 €

URBAN stool
20,00 €

- different models
- Frame wood or metal
- Seat wood, leather or metal

- different models
- Frame wood or metal
- Seat wood, leather or metal
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Decoration material

PINO
30,00 €
- Wood, pine panels
W/D/H: 40 x 40 x 100 cm

PINO L
40,00 €
- Wood, pine panels
W/D/H: 40 x 40 x 125 cm
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Decoration material
SCHMIDT
115,00 €
- decorative
- Base wood, white lacquered
- Teak branches in white look
W/D/H: 87 x 20 x 205 cm

JAPAN
65,00 €
- backlit
- Wood, black lacquered
- Fabric white, flame retardant
W/H: 100 x 230 cm

DECORATIONAL CUSHIONS
8€
- including cotton, linen, satin
- various colors, designs and sizes
- also available in vintage style
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Carpets

VINTAGE carpets XS
30,00 €
- petrol
B / L: 80 x 150 cm

VINTAGE carpets S
40,00 €
- grey
B / L: 130 x 170 cm
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Lamps

BLOOM! PILL illuminated
vase L
90,00 €

WINDLIGHT
45,00 €
- Metal, black
- with glass attachment
H: 120 cm / Ø: 30 cm

- Plastic, white
- as room or buffet decoration
- on request with filling
(e.g. plants or dry grasses)
- backlit
H: 110 cm / Ø 60 cm

BLOOM! PILL illuminated vase M
75,00 €

BLOOM! PILL illuminated
vase S
65,00 €

- Plastic, white
- as room or buffet decoration
- on request with filling
(e.g. plants or dry grasses)
- backlit
H: 90 cm / Ø 50 cm

- Plastic, white
- as room or buffet decoration
- on request with filling
(e.g. plants or dry grasses)
- backlit
H: 70 cm / Ø 40 cm
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Lamps

ARCO
105,00 €

SASCHA
35,00 €

- Lampshade textile, white
- Frame and base metal, white lacquered
H: 215 cm / Ø: 60 cm

- Latex pleated shade
- Stand metal, chrome-plated
W/D/H: 15 x 15 x 120 cm

TRIPOD
75,00 €
- Lampshade textile, white
- Frame wood décor
H: 150 cm / Ø: 50 cm

FRIEDA
60,00 €
- 5 lampshades, fabric, white, cream,
black, mocca
- Frame metal, black
H: 163 cm

MOVIE
60,00 €

LED spotlights for the wall system
30,00 €
20 W (0.02 kW)
Please consider power power and required slots for ordering power. All ordered
lamps are handed over wired through. The
final connection of the lamps, through a
plug, is carried out by the customer.

- Shade metal chrome-plated
- Tripod wood
- height-adjustable
H: 90 - 120 cm
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Lamps

LUNA L
130,00 €
- satin Plexiglas column with stretch cover
- backlit, color of choice
- Fabric flame retardant
H: 210 cm / Ø: 60 cm

MARS
90,00 €
- Floor lamp
- satin Plexiglas column
- backlit, color of choice
- Stand wood, white lacquered
H: 200 cm / Ø: 15 cm

LUNA M
100,00 €
- satin Plexiglas column with stretch cover
- backlit, color of choice
- Fabric flame retardant
H: 150 cm / Ø: 50 cm

MARS
90,00 €
- Floor lamp
- satin Plexiglas column
- backlit, color of choice
- Stand wood, white lacquered
H: 240 cm / Ø: 15 cm

LUNA S
75,00 €
- satin Plexiglas column with stretch cover
- backlit, color of choice
- Fabric flame retardant
H: 100 cm / Ø: 40 cm
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Lecterns

MEMPHIS
300,00 €
- Talk counter
- Counter leaf and floor wood, light grey
- Mero lattice beam, chrome
- for 2 to 5 people
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 230 x 40 x 115 cm

CONFAIR
230,00 €
- Lectern
- Body polished stainless steel
- with castors
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 50 x 55 x 115 cm

SEMINARIO
115,00 €
- Lectern
- Chrome frame
- Front wood, white
- Textile pages, black
- with shelf and castors
- on request with branding
W/D/H: 50 x 50 x 110 cm
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Garderobe

GARDEROBE on wheels
25,00 €

COAT HANGERS
0,45 €

- Metal, matt black, on rolls
- for approx. 40 hangers
W/D/H: 153 x 51 x 155 cm

- Metal, black
- with velvet coating

GARDEROBE
25,00 €

STANDING MIRROR
15,00 €

- Metal, matt black, on rolls
- for approx. 40 hangers
W/D/H: 153 x 51 x 155 cm

- Wood, natural
W/H: 44 x 180 cm

Absperrpoller
25,00 €

BARRIER ROPE
12,00 €

- Bentwood, dark brown
H: 190 cm

- Barrier rope, natural or black
- wrought iron end cap, black
Length: 150 cm/ Ø : 3 cm
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Plants

Bamboo M - XL in a cube
Size M (2,20m - 2,40m) 105,00 €
Size L (2,80m - 3,20m 125,00 €
Size XL (3,80m - 4,20m 140,00 €

Equisetum oblong
€170.00
Size: approx. 1.70 m
Vessel: Dividerbox
white
Dimensions vessel:
W109*D54*H50 cm

Equisetum in a cube
95,00 €

Equisetum in a column
150,00 €

Jasmine column
105,00 €

Size: approx. 1.50 m
Vessel: Cube white
Dimensions vessel:
W35*D35*H35 cm

Size: approx. 2.00 m
Vessel: Cube white
Dimensions vessel:
W35*D35*H75 cm

Size vessel: approx. 2,00m
Vessel: Cube grey or white
Dimensions vessel:
W45*D45*H45 cm

Transport, set-up and disassembly incl. in the price				
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Miscellaneous

LOUNGER
25,00 €

FINN event set
105,00 €
- Event set (3 pieces)
- Frame stainless steel
- Plate oak oiled
- suitable for outdoor use
- optional: seat cushion imitation leather,
white
Table: W / D / H: 200 x 80 x 75 cm
Bench: W / D / H: 200 x 30 x 46 cm

- Frame wood,
brown
- Cover fabric, blue
- suitable for outdoor use

PARK BENCH
35,00 €

DUSTBIN
30,00 €

- Wood, natural
- Cast iron frame black
- suitable for outdoor use
W/D/H: 124 x 70 x 80 cm
Seat height: 42 cm

- Waste collectors
- Net capacity 50 liters
- H76 cm

COOLING CUPBOARD
55,00 €

STREETLAMP
70,00 €

- white
- Net capacity 90 liters
- Substructure device for various bars
W/D/H: 58 x 50 x 85 cm

- Metal, cast iron optics
- 3-flame
H: 250 cm

SUNSHADE
75,00 €
- Frame aluminium
- Reference nature
- Trunk with double pulley
- Umbrella stand granite (45 kg) brushed
W/D: 300 x 300 cm
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Stand construction system
1. Corner booth (1 m²)

Order quantity

Wall panel incl. setup, teardown, transportation, accessories and double-sided panel filling
(dimension per panel: 1.00 x 2.50 m), incl. door element

2. Corner booth (2 m²)

Order quantity

Wall panel incl. setup, teardown, transportation, accessories and double-sided panel filling
(dimension per panel: 1.00 x 2.50 m), incl. door element

3. Stand construction element

Order quantity

Shelf for the wall system, (dimension W x D – approx.
1.00 x 0.30 m) max. load-bearing capacity per shelf
amounts 5 kg

Colour

Price

white

280,00 €

Colour

Price

white

350,00 €

Colour

Price

white

20,00 €

4. Order - exhibition wall:
In order to understand your order better, we kindly ask you to send us a small drawing of your desired stand. Basic-drawing with dimensions - stand size: ________ - Stand construction form

To the registration form „Stand construction“
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Stand lettering - signage
Full-surface textile print per wall element
190,00 € / panel
4C digital print incl. keder for full-surface covering
of the frames (992 x 2480 mm)
Info: digital print is also possible as a full-surface wall over several
wall elements, price is calculated from the total number of wall elements.

Full-surface film printing per wall panel
300,00 € / panel
4C Digital Print Laminated Be-Matrix Forex Plate (992 x 2480 mm)
Info: Digital printing also possible via several wall panels.
Please note that there is a gap between the individual panels.
Price is calculated from the total number of wall panels

Full-surface textile printing per stand-up panel
170,00 € / Stand panel (pressure incl. aperture, bracket and superstructure)
4C digital printing incl. piping lip for full-surface covering of the frames (496 x 2480 mm)

Full-surface foil printing per stand-up panel
120,00 €
4C Digital Print Laminated Be-Matrix Forex Plate (496 x 2480 mm)

All other full-surface digital prints on self-adhesive film
55,00 € / m2 (without lamination)
4C Digitaldruck SK-Folie inkl. Schutzlaminat
Further possibilities:
Foil plot – Cut Out logo as print in CI colours - 65 € / m²
4C digital printing SK film incl. protective laminate
Foil plot – Monochrome Cut Out - 50 € / m²
SK color foil only selectable from the color range below!!
Slide plot – Monochrome Cut Out – Single letters or numbers - 8 € / piece
SK color foil can only be selected from the color range below!

Corresponding print files are to be made.
Please read the data sheet “Leaflet for printing-data delivery” carefully on the next page.
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Stand lettering - signage
Colour range – foil plot
Color deviations possible!
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Stand lettering - signage
Leaflet for printing-data delivery
Digital printing
We prefer printable PDF files that are created with the following programmes:
Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop. However, we strongly recommend that you do not create the entire
display layout in Photoshop, as this causes unnecessarily large volumes of data and thus increases
processing times. Other programmes on request please. Excel, Word, CAD, gif. or Power Point files
are NOT suitable.
Please also note that images from internet applications CANNOT be used for printing, as the resolution is usually too low.
Text/logos
We need all of the text and fonts that were used in the document. Please provide these or convert all
of the texts into paths. As soon as open files (.indd, .ai, .fh) with text and logos are added, please send
them to us in case it is not possible to convert them into paths.
Colours
All colours should be created in CMYK mode or converted (no RGB). For single-colour surfaces, CI
colours in logos and the like, please provide binding colour information such as Pantone or HKS. Special colours can only be simulated (e.g. gold, silver, neon colours...).
Size
The graphic should be set up, if possible, using the size of the end format. You should choose a ratio
of 1:1 for formats over 4m. Alternatives are 1:2, 1:5 or maximum 1:10.
File sizes for the wall panels and stand boards:

Forex print size
(incl. bleed)

Forex visual
size

Textile printing
with Keder

Wall panel 2,50 x 1,00 m

2512 x 1024 mm 2472 x 984 mm 2480 x 992 mm

Wall panel / stand board 2,50 x 0,50 m

2512 x 528 mm

Continued on next page.
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2472 x 488 mm 2480 x 496 mm

Stand lettering - signage
File sizes for maximum print with pure pixel templates:
Format

Resolution 1:1

Pixel

Full size JPG

Full size TIFF

smaller - A3

300 dpi

4900 x 3500 (A3)

5 - 7 MB

50 MB

A3 - A1

150 dpi

4900 x 3500 (A1)

5 - 10 MB

55 MB

A0 - 2 m²

100 dpi

7800 x 12500 (2x2xm)

14 - 17 MB

230 MB

3 m - larger

mind. 80 dpi

12500 x 12500 (4x4m)

25 - 30 MB

600 MB

Lower resolution produces blurred print and compression artefacts become visible!
Images
Images should be supplied as TIFF or JPG with high quality (10-12). They should be saved as Photoshop JPG with a compression quality of 11-12 to reduce data volumes.
Printer marks
When exporting the data, please ensure that no crop marks or fiducials are printed. A (colour) control
strip is also not required. If trimming is necessary, these print marks are not required for our production.
File formats & file sizes
.tiff files (CMYK), .eps files (CMYK), .printable .pdf files (CMYK), .high-resolution .jpg files
Foil lettering
Please send us your files as printable PDF or open AI or EPS and note that the data should be vectorised.
Tip: switch to outline mode in your software (also called path view). Everything you then see as a line
is plotted or cut. Before saving your data, you should simply convert all cuts into curves or paths.

Continued on next page.
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Stand lettering - signage
Other important information
Please always provide embedded files with your other data (all graphics, logos, text (see above). PDF
files are very suitable for safely transferring data. The prerequisite for creating a printable PDF is the
full version of the Adobe Acrobat 5 software with the Acrobat 5 Distiller programme module.
Please note that PDF files can only be created with uncompressed picture data. If data are created
proportionally, all pixel graphics must also be scaled proportionally. We recommend a proof run on
the original material, if necessary, also with the original surface laminate.
For every order, we require a layout with binding stand and colour information and a binding colour
proof. Without this information, we cannot guarantee accuracy. The data transfer usually takes place
after agreement and is implemented by a file transfer server.
Erroneous print data
Please take care that the specifications are observed.
You are welcome to use our print templates in order to avoid erroneous data. If the print data are
created incorrectly or erroneously, the graphic editing shall be invoiced at an hourly rate of €75.
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Stand floor coverings
Floor structure

Quantity

Colour

Price per m²

19 mm chipboard simply laid. NOT suitable for cable routing.

m²

25,00 €

Exhibition flooring approx. 50 mm.
Suitable for cable routing with cables up to 25 mm diameter.

m²

40,00 €

Note: On request we can also install a wooden floor.

Artificial Turf/Rips
Rips (back: impregnated / fire rating: B1/Bfl-s1 / thickness: approx. 3 mm / weight:
320g/m2 +/-10%) Colour variations are possible!

526 Artificial turf 		

26,75 € pro m²

525 Needle felt turf

22,95 € pro m²

Rips 100 White

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 629 Purple

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 441 Expo-Orange

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 420 Orange

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 444 Pink

14,85 € pro m² Rips 735 Plum

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 400 Red

14,85 € pro m² Rips 470 Crimson red

14,85 € pro m²

Continued on next page!
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Stand floor coverings

Rips 450 Ruby

14,85 € pro m² Rips 777 Chocolate

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 650 Navy

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 630 Azure

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 690 Jeans

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 655 Aqua

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 500 Green

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 680 Petrol

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 550 Pine green

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 820 Platinum

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 840 Nacre

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 940 Slate stone

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 910 Graphite

14,85 € pro m²

Rips 980 Black

14,85 € pro m²
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Stand floor coverings
Velour flooring
Velours (back: starry back / fire rating: Bfl-s1 / thickness: approx. 5 mm / weight: ca.
1,250g/m2) Colour variations are possible!

X. Vel. 400 Red

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 444 Pink

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 450 Bordeaux

22,95€ pro m²

X. Vel. 500 Green

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 629 Purple

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 630 Azure

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 650 Marine

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 655 Aqua

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 200 Beige

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 777 Chocolate

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 820 Platinum

22,95 € pro m²

X. Vel. 940 Slate stone

22,95 € pro m²
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Displays
Display size (diagonal)

Price for
1-2 days

32“ U-HD (81 cm), 3840 x 2160 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, DVI, table base

187,20 €

40“ Full HD (101 cm), 1920x1080 Pixel, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA

163,80 €

46“ Full HD (117 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV

187,20 €

55“ Full HD (139 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV

239,85 €

65“ Full HD (165 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, VGA, YUV

407,16 €

75“ Full HD (190 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA

462,15 €

90“ Full HD (228 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA

1.170,00 €

105“ Full HD (266 cm), 1920 x 1080 pixels, 16:9, HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA

1.521,00 €

Please inform us if you require audio playback.
Loud speakers can be installed into devices –this is not applicable for all sizes and conceivable types,
and does not always enable high-quality sound.

Select a display

With stand base or wall mounting?
Plus stand base

plus wall mounting

Stand base 32“ - 75“ 130,00 €

Up to 55“ 43,50 €
from 55“ 86,50 €

Stand base 90“ - 105“ 156,00 €

Plus wall mounting
(regardless of display size)
22,50 €

plus set up 51,00 €

plus set up 51,00 €

plus delivery and collection 172,80 €

plus delivery and collection 172,80 €

Audio playback:
Media player with loop function

46,80 €

Plus delivery and collection – also for several devices 			

flat rate 172,80 €

Set-up and disassembly, with stand base, and commissioning incl. cable

flat rate 51,00 €

Set up on: 		

at: 		

AM/PM

Disassembly: 		

AM/PM

It is possible to request a wall mounting to the RMCC trade fair construction system for an additional charge.
Delivery date:
Due to overlapping of dates during set-up times, it is not always possible to deliver the device to your
stand at the desired time. We process orders chronologically entry of and do our best to avoid major delays. We apologise
for any inconvenience. Thank you.

RETURN DATE: up to 6 weeks before set-up!
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Displays
Rental conditions and terms of payment
The deliveries, services and quotes by the lessor are based exclusively on these terms and conditions.
1. The rental object shall be provided for the agreed purpose and agreed time. The rent prices shall
apply for the duration of the event.
2. The listed prices are net prices and do not include the legal VAT. The price includes set-up and disassembly, delivery and collection.
3. Delivery shall be on the last set-up day.
4. The lessor shall not be responsible for defaults in upstream deliveries due to force majeure that
hinder or make delivery impossible even if set deadlines were agreed.
5. The rental object shall be collected as quickly as possible after the end of the event. The lessee
shall pay for the replacement, repair or cleaning of missing, damaged or soiled rental objects in addition to the agreed rent
price.
6. The liability of the lessee shall begin with the delivery and terminate with collection of the same.
The rental object is not insured by the lessor during the rental period.
7. The lessor reserves the right to provide an equivalent substitute in the event that certain objects
are out of stock.
8. Complaints are only possible before the event begins. Subsequent complaints shall not be considered.
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Electrical installations
Main connection

Price
(net)

Rental material power distribution

Additional connection Schuko max. 2,5kW
inkl. PRCD-S

155,00 €

Power distributor, 3x Schuko
distributor

Connection CEE 16A max. 10kW

206,00 €

min. booking recommendation

Additional connection CEE 16A max.
10kW

181,00 €

Connection CEE 32A max. 20kW

308,00 €

Additional connection CEE 32A max.
20kW

274,00 €

Connection CEE 63A max. 40kW

444,00 €

Price
(net)

10,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 16A max. 10kW

79,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 32A max. 20kW

116,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 63A max. 40kW

193,00 €

Power distributor, CEE 125A max. 70kW

235,00 €

Rental material miscellaneous
Additional connection CEE 63A max.
40kW

400,00 €

Connection CEE 125A max. 70kW

840,00 €

Additional connection CEE 125A max.
70kW

759,00 €

Connection additional potential
equalisation

35,00 €

Accessories, cable bridge small

28,00 €

Accessories, cable bridge large

42,00 €

Accessories, Schuko cable, 5 m,
without laying

19,00 €

Service personnel
Servicepersonal je angefangene Stunde

82,00 €

The voltage per connection is 230/ 400 V. Connection to on-site distribution fuse board or distribution rental possible.
All prices do not include the legal VAT.
Connection conditions / contract signing see next page. Please make a drawing of the stand.

Continued on next page.
RETURN DATE: up to 6 weeks before set-up!
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Electrical installations
Contractual terms and connection conditions

for electrical installations at trade fairs and exhibitions in the RheinMain CongressCenter Wiesbaden.
A. Description of connection work

The work includes laying electrical cables with the necessary cross-section according to the provided output volume in kW, from the
hall distributor or the nearest point of supply to the respective exhibition/ trade fair stand whereby the distance from the point of
supply is of no relevance, as an average value was calculated in this case. The quoted prices are based on a calculation of at least 30
consumers. The prices shall be adjusted to the new situation if there are less than 30 consumers. The order form has been inspected
by the exhibition management. We kindly ask you to observe the mentioned return date when placing the order; a surcharge of 25 %
shall be invoiced for orders received later, or the supplier shall reserve the right to accept an order.

B. Technical guidelines

1. The exhibitor or their agent shall not be granted access to the hall installation. Electrical work may be carried out inside the stands
by the exhibitor’s own qualified electricians or by licensed specialist companies according to the German VDE electro-technology association regulations. The exhibitor declares that they or persons and companies engaged by them shall observe all legal and insurancerelevant regulations during set-up, the duration of the event and de-rigging. These include amongst others VDE 0100, BGV A1, BGV A3,
TRBS 1201.
2. All power distributors used must be protected with an RCD (ELCB) U∆n≤30mA. Conductive elements (e.g. crossbeams with electrical
installations) shall be included in the measurements for protection in case
of indirect contact. They shall be provided with an additional protection potential equalisation (copper, at least 10mm2) by the constructor of the system (VDE0100 part 711). The point of supply at the stand area can be ordered via this order form. The potential equalisation connection between the point of supply and the crossbeam can be attached by the exhibitor or the service company. Extension
cables or distribution board sockets shall be used with a cable cross-section of at least 1.5mm² exclusively.
3. In the event that registered supply is exceeded, the contractual electrician is entitled to immediately cut off the connection in order
to ensure that the other exhibitors receive an even power supply. Special connections are necessary for electrical installations that
cannot be supplied from the basic network due to their high connection value.
4. The supplier is entitled to inspect the electrical work that is carried out by the exhibitor or their agent and to cut off the power supply
if deficits are detected. The supplier is, however, not obligated to inspect the electrical work and shall assume no liability for the same.
Particular reference is made to safety measures, protection against accidental contact and fire prevention measures, as well as nonflammable lights and device underlays.
5. It is possible for the lessee to cancel an order up to 8 working days before set-up starts. If cancellation is made
at a later time, the lessee shall be charged the full price.
6. The replacement of fuses or maintenance after power failure caused by overload or other reasons shall be invoiced based on daily
wage sheet.
7. RMH GmbH reserves the right to cut off the complete power supply after the end of the event for safety reasons where necessary.
8. The entire installation material and devices are provided on a loan basis and remain the property of the supplier. The customer shall
be liable for the proper return at the end of the exhibition. The rented objects shall not be insured by the lessor. Missing or damaged
parts shall be invoiced at the original price. Material and rental devices that are removed from the event site shall not be taken back
and shall be fully invoiced.
9. The supplier shall assume no liability for possible power failure or fluctuations in voltage and resulting damage or consequential
damage. The exhibitor’s insurance shall cover the damage, if necessary.
10. The power supply shall be cut off if power is supplied to parties other than the contractual partner. The connection cost shall be
paid even if the supply is stopped.
11. Complaints shall be communicated to the installation company without delay, in any case before the exhibition begins. If this is not
carried out on time, the installation company shall maintain their claim to full payment.
12. We kindly ask you to include a drawing with the desired installations when awarding the contract. If the desired stand supply point
is not provided, we shall choose the most convenient place. A subsequent change shall incur additional costs.
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Logistics and storage
Please order via form directly from the service provider!
Click here for the form
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download.

Water installations
Article

Price

Assembly of water / wastewater initial connection

flat rate

466,00 €

flat rate

332,00 €

flat rate

69,50 €

consisting of connection with pipe aerator and backflow preventer, drinking water suitable 1/2“ fresh water hose on GEKA standard coupling,
5/4“ wastewater return on GEKA standard coupling incl. sewage lifting
system corresponding fittings, shut-off devices and seals incl. personnel cost share assembly/dismantling and transport cost share incl.
water levy (€ 27.10)
Space requirement pipe aerator/return preventer, wastewater lifting
system B60*T40*H40!
For the operation of the lifting system, a 230V/16A Schuko connection
must be provided by the exhibitor at the installation site!
Assembly of water / wastewater follow-up connection
Production of water / wastewater connection without
Terminal connection consisting of connection with pipe aerator and
backflow preventer, drinking water suitable 1/2“ fresh water hose on
GEKA standard coupling, 5/4“ wastewater return on GEKA standard
coupling incl. wastewater lifting system corresponding fittings, shutoff devices and seals incl. personnel cost share assembly/dismantling
and transport cost share, incl. water allowance levy (€ 27,10) Space
requirement pipe aerator/return preventer, wastewater lifting system
B60*T40*H40!
For the operation of the lifting system, a 230V/16 Schuko connection
must be provided by the exhibitor at the installation site
become!
Connection of exhibitor-owned end devices
e.B. washbasin/sink, dishwasher, instantaneous water heater, coffee
machine, etc. including connection material, personnel cost share
assembly/disassembly and transport cost share per end device
Attention:
Limited availability and depending on the stand!
Please contact us so that we can advise you on this.
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Stand cleaning
Scope of cleaning
Floor cleaning (vacuum cleaning carpeting, otherwise brushing and wet cleaning), cleaning of easily
accessible surfaces with a damp cloth, incl. any possible surcharges for Sundays and public holidays.
Waste disposal is invoiced separately.

The following cleaning is requested:
One-off preliminary cleaning:
Stand area up to and including 15 m2						

flat rate 30,00 €

Cost calculation for stand area from 16 m2:
Basic cost

22,50 €

+ Area of _____ qm

x 1,50 € /qm

= _________ €

Total costs

= _________ €

Daily cleaning:
Cost calculation for stand area up to and including 15 m2				
flat
rate20,00 €
Basic cost
20,00 € /day
= _______days
= _________ €
+ Area of _____ qm

x 1,00 € /qm

= _____ €/day
Total costs

Cost calculation for stand area from 16 m2: €15.50 / day

interim cleaning (price on request)
Service personnel (price on request)
All prices do not include the legal VAT.
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= _______days

= _________ €
= _________ €

Waste disposal
Type of waste

Estimated volume of waste

Price per unit

Total costs

Commercial waste / mixed waste

m³

125,00 € / m³

€

Paper / cardboard

m³

80,00 € / m³

€

Wood (A1-A3)

m³

80,00 € / m³

€

Recyclable mixtures / packaging

m³

62,00 € / m³

€

Glass

m³

77,00 € / m³

€

Carpet disposal

m³

3,75 € / m³

€

Covering foil

m³

0,85 € / m³

€

Please note:
Please note: Waste or residual material accumulated during the event or during set-up/re-rig shall
be removed by the party causing the waste. Legal regulations obligate this party to ensure that the
appropriate method of disposal is used.
(Law on the Prevention and Management of Waste of 27.09.1994 German Civil Code 1/, p. 2705).
An increased fee of €250 per m3 shall be charged for waste or residual material that was not registered and/or is left in the halls.
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Internet - IT - TC
Wireless LAN Internet access for exhibitors
Redundant connected internet access / backup:
Quantity

Service
WLAN-Zugang

per user/day

Price
45,00 €

Scope of services: Access to the entire RMCC premises • 5 Mbit/s down/upstream (higher bandwidth on request)
• optional public IP address • firewall protected • Setup assistance and IT support directly at the stand included
in the price • Guaranteed VPN support • No volume limit (flat rate) • Registration via personal access data • Optionally multi-user capable • Further services on request

Internet-Zugang über IP-Festverbindung für Aussteller
Redundant angebundener Internetzugang / BackUp gesichert
Quantity

Service

Price

Installation per LAN connection up to the terminal device
User fee per day and connection

single payment
per day

165,00 €
55,00 €

Scope of service: 10/100/1000 Mbit/s (RJ-45) network connection (wired) installed in stand or defined location
according to enclosed drawing of the stand • optional public IP address • firewall protected • set-up support
and IT support directly at stand included in price • guaranteed VPN support • no volume restriction (flat rate)
• optional multi-user capability • no additional hardware necessary for access; merely switches and network
cable for your sub-distribution, if required • additional services on request

Hardware for rental
Quantity

Service
Switch 10/100/1000 Mbit/s – 8 Port/s

single payment

Price
35,00 €

Telecommunications technology
Quantity

Service

Price

Landline telephone incl. national flat rate per event (insofar as available)

Cordless telephone incl. national flat rate per event (insofar as
available)
All prices do not include the legal VAT unless listed otherwise.
Please note the General Terms and Conditions for the Provision of Services on the next page.
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single payment
single payment

35,00 €
35,00 €

Internet - IT - TC

General services and conditions for internet access and hardware rental:
1. The listed prices include delivery, set-up and collection of the hardware. The offered products shall be taken
into operation upon delivery.
2. The configuration / installation of additional equipment and software brought by the customer is NOT
included in the scope of supply.
3. The usable internet bandwidth depends on the internet load and the speed of the servers providing in the
internet.
4. We reserve the right to charge a 25-50% surcharge (on the respective service) for requests at short notice
made during set-up.
5. A stand-by on-call service shall be available during the trade fair / exhibition opening hours
at +49 (0)611 1729-220.
6. Please forward to us any questions that arise in relation to the hardware/ software, the service or performance of specific products we use.
7. Defective hardware shall be replaced as quickly as possible. We reserve the right to supply similar devices
of
the same quality in the event of repairs. We kindly ask you to inform us if identical hardware is urgently required.
8. The customer shall be responsible for complying with licensing terms for software they have brought themselves, even if the software was installed by us.
9. It is forbidden to operate own WLAN networks (for example via mobile phone or own routers) on the
premises of the RheinMain CongressCenter.
10. All of the supplied devices are RMCC loan devices and are available to our customers on a loan basis. We
kindly ask you to handle the devices with care and use them for their intended purpose. Packaging materials
left with the customer shall remain with them until they are collected. Please ensure that all the packaging
materials incl. accessories are returned.
11. The loan service is at the customer’s risk. The customer shall ensure that the devices are safely protected.
Lost devices shall be invoiced at market conditions. In the event of damage to the
devices, the cost for material and labour shall be compensated. Missing parts and accessories shall be invoiced at replacement value.
12. Orders that are confirmed in writing shall be invoiced if there is no written cancellation up to 2 weeks before the respective event at the latest. Receipt of the cancellation must be confirmed by
the RheinMain CongressCenter.
13. Objections to the provided service shall be submitted during the event. Objections brought forward after
invoicing cannot be considered or examined.
14. The general contract documents of Wiesbaden Congress & Marketing GmbH, which are available via
www.wiesbaden.de/avb, apply. On request, we will send them to you.
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Supervision - hostess service
Staff request

To support our stand personnel, we require:
Description

Quantity

Days

m/f

Hourly rate
per person

Stand supervision

34,00 €

Host / hostess

34,00 €

General conditions and terms of payment
The deliveries, services and quotes by the service provider are based exclusively on these
terms and conditions.
1. The listed prices are net prices and do not include the legal VAT.
2. Basis for the above mentioned conditions is a minimum working time of 4 h / employee / day.
3. Payment conditions: Immediately after receipt of the invoice. Please make foreign payments free of
charge.
4 The service provider shall not be held responsible for personnel shortages due to force majeure that
hinder or prevent fulfilment of the contract even if set deadlines were agreed.
5. It is possible for the customer to cancel an order up to ten days before the event begins. If cancellation
is made at a later time, the customer shall be charged the full price.
Place of jurisdiction and place of performance, including for default action, is Wiesbaden. The order form
signed by the exhibitor or their agent is legally binding.
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Delivery
Due to limited space in the loading area and the large number of exhibitors, we work with delivery/
removal slots. Please enter the requested information in the web portal. We will try to consider your
desired time and will inform you about possible changes at an early stage.

To the booking installation and
dismantling slot

We reserve the right to charge a deposit for using the loading area.
We ask for your understanding.
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Catering

Crew Lunch

Deadline booking Crew Lunch until 03.05.2022
On both days of the fair from 11:45 - 14:45. You can choose between different time
slots when booking crew catering in the exhibitor portal.
Lunch flat rate per person: 29.50 euros net per person/trade fair day
Buffet fair day 1 (14.06.2022) incl. drinks

Buffet fair day 2 (15.06.2022) incl. drinks

Appetizer
served with choice of bread and butter
Barley with green asparagus and lemon mayonnaise
Roasted antipasti with Grana Padano and pesto
Hessian bread salad with cherry tomatoes and old
balsamic dressing

Appetizer
served with choice of bread and butter
Marinated quinoa salad with roasted cauliflower and
sesame dressing
Avocado salad with roasted corn, pecorino and rocket pesto
Hessian potato salad with mini meatball and green
sauce
50% without frikadelle so vegetarian / frikadelle
made of 100% beef

Main course
warm dishes are served in the chafing dish
Confit of corn poulard with carrots, leek vegetables
and rosemary potatoes
Red curry of salmon with pea vegetables and wild
rice
VEGAN Baked eggplant with bulgur, raisins and coriander salsa

Main course
hot dishes are served in the chafing dish
Sliced beef in cream sauce, summer vegetables and
polenta patties
Roasted pike perch on tomato fennel
vegetables, beluga lentils and gremolata
Pasta station with toppings as desired:
Plain Parmesan cheese in a glass jar
Calamata olives in a jar
Roasted bacon in a jar
Roasted mushrooms in a jar
Tomatoes in a jar

Dessert
Chocolate cake made of fondant au chocolat with
strawberry salad and salted caramel sauce
Oreo‘s New York Cheesecake in WECK

Dessert
Chocolate crumble with raspberries and vanilla
Tarte Tatin of vineyard peach
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Catering
Stand catering

Deadline booking stand catering until 03.05.2022
You can have catering delivered to your stand on both days of the trade fair.
To do so, please enter the desired delivery time in the exhibitor portal.
The minimum order quantity per item is 20 pieces. All products are individually packaged as finger food,
served in a WECK jar or wrapped in newspaper.

Cold fingerfood
Ideal fro breakfast
Mix of oven fresh mini Danish pastry 						
Vegan Overnight Oats With pickled wild berries jar 				
Breakfast bagel with eggplant crème,
fried organic egg and wild mushrooms 						

port. 1,0 pc.
port. 1,0 pc 		

2,20 €
3,20 €

1/4 			

2,20 €

Port. 1 pc. 		
Glass 1 pc. 		
Glass 1 pc. 		
Port. 1/4 pc. 		
Port. 1,0 pc. 		
Port. 1,0 pc. 		
Port. 1,0 pc. 		
Port. 1,0 pc. 		

3,70 €
3,70 €
3,70 €
2,20 €
2,70 €
2,70 €
2,70 €
2,70 €

Savoury and snacks

Mini Brioche Burger with FLOW‘s Pastrami, Pickles and Coleslaw 		
Couscous Taboulé with cucumbers, fresh mint and yogurt dip 			
Roasted sweet potato salad with walnuts and feta cheese 			
Bagel with homemade antipasti and pine nut pesto 				
Baguette with chicken breast, avocado and olive tapenade 			
Baguette with country ham, cress and bung cheese 				
Rye slice with mature cheddar and onion confit 					
Pie of braised wild mushrooms and sour cream 					

Sweet and healthy

Selection of sheet cakes 								
Port. 1,0 pc. 		
2,70 €
Fruit salad in glass jar 								
Port. 1,0 pc. 		
3,20 €
Organic Ginger Shot per 								100ml 			3,70 €
Chocolate Cake Pop 									each 			4,70 €
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Catering
Drinks

Drinks are chilled and charged according to consumption:
Non-alcoholic beverages:
Selters Medium 				
Selters Naturell 				
Fritz Kola 					
Fritz Kola sugar free 			
Fritz Limo Apple Cherry Elderberry
Fritz Limo Orange 				
Fritz Spritz BIO Apple Spritzer 		

crate 24,0 bottles 25,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 25,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 40,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 40,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 40,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 40,00 €
crate 24,0 bottles 40,00 €

Homemade drinks:
FLOW‘s iced tea ginger|mint|lemon grass

0,25l
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2,90 €

Networking Night
Relaxed networking during FIBERDAYS 2022:
Deepen your contacts and continue the professional exchange in a relaxed atmosphere in the evening of the 1st day of the fair.
When: June 14, 2022 from 19:30 hrs.
Where: Hall 45, Hauptstraße 17-19, 55120 Mainz, Germany
Price: BREKO members 195,- € net, Non-members 380,- € net
Network operators receive 2 free tickets.
Shuttle buses will be provided from the RMCC after the show.

Participation capacities are limited!
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Closing remarks
Please note:
orders can only be placed via the web portal!

https://shop.fiberdays.de/

We look forward to welcoming you!

© BREKO Servicegesellschaft GmbH
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